
Pinnacle 131 

Chapter 131: Is it a lot more than 1 million? 

 

   opened the list, and the small anchor steadily topped the list with more than 15.6 million 

popularity. 

   Qin Yu alone contributed 1.1 million and 11 million heat. 

   In the second list below, Mumu Outdoor has only more than 5 million heat. 

   Not even a fraction of the small anchor 

   The time points to 23 o'clock, and the activity is over in another hour. 

  The first is that you can be directly sent to the finals of the summit, and you only need to play the 

list in the last ten anchors of the year. 

   There is no need to repeat PK to obtain qualifications. 

   However, the annual top ten will only be born between these tops. 

   The top 20 can also get some attention and the platform's traffic tilt. 

   The second echelon, as the reserve of the first echelon, is as important to the platform as the NBA 

substitutes. 

   If something happens to the first echelon, the platform will immediately let the second echelon fill 

the vacancy to ensure that the traffic on the platform will not be lost. 

   This is why Jiang Feier wants to enter the top 20. 

   Open the list of each district one by one. 

   Qin Yu found out that the ranking first in the game area had changed, and the previous ranking 

first baby became second. 

   The top of the list is occupied by a game anchor named Albino Shark, with a popularity of more 

than 18.9 million. 

   Looking at the face value area again, Jiang Feier once again made the top ten. 

   ranked fifth with more than 2.4 million heat. 

   Brother Yu personally contributed 120,000 and 1.2 million heat. 

   Switch avatars. 

   15 WeChat messages were all left by Jiang Feier. 

   There is only her in WeChat. Who else is she? 

  'Where is the hurt brother? 'Little Feifei. 



  ‘Is the hurt brother here? I actually sing better in the live broadcast room! 'Little Feifei. 

  ‘???’ Little Feifei. 

   At first, Jiang Feier was a bit pretentious. 

   But after discovering that Qin Yu ignored him, his attitude became softer and more active. 

  ‘If Brother Hurt really wants to hear, I’ll book tomorrow’s ticket! 'Little Feifei. 

   Is it okay to take the initiative to fly directly and airborne? 

  ‘Positioning. Qin Yu set the positioning in the hotel. 

  Scan Analysis System: 

   Jiang Feier: 

   Age: 18. 

   Height: 170cm. 

   Weight: 42kg. 

   Specialty: bow curve automation, butterfly style. 

   Face value: 93↑. 

   Body: 94↑. 

   Mood value: 77↑. 

   Favorability: 95↑. 

   Freshness: 92↑. 

   [Analysis report: First entered the red dust, without wind and rain. 】 

   [Reminder: Bowing automation is a combination technique, difficulty 3*, easy to damage the waist 

and abdomen, do not repeat the operation! 】 

   Switch back to the main page, thinking of the ding-ding sound endlessly. 

  ‘Shao Qin, haven’t you finished your work yet? Jin Xuan. 

  ‘I’ve been waiting for you for two days. {Crying face}’ Jin Xuan. 

   ‘Picture X8’ Jin Xuan. 

  ‘Qin Shao, when are you coming? {Cover your mouth and laugh}’ Jin Xuan. 

  ‘{Positioning}I’m waiting for you in the hotel! Jin Xuan. 

   It seems that she has made up her mind and is going to stick this golden tortoise. 

   Time is only 15 minutes from zero. 



   Qin Yu opened the fight again. In the divisional list, the position of the small anchor is very safe. 

The top one in the    game zone has been replaced by a baby again, with more than 26 million 

popularity. 

   Albino sharks followed closely, with a fever of 25 million. 

   The competition in other divisions has basically ended. Only the two popular divisions, game and 

appearance, are still vying for rankings. 

   Seeing that in the total popularity list, the popularity of the small anchor is only the fifth...This will 

already be the sixth. 

   Qin Yu frowned, and opened the drizzle and silent live broadcast room. 

   "Hudu's nightlife is very rich, it is almost zero, but the streets are full of young people." 

   "Did you see the young lady on the side of the road? It looks like I just finished working overtime 

and are going home." 

   Wang Hong coordinated the camera to the girl in front of the roadside food stall, carrying a 

briefcase with a tired expression, waiting for his dinner. 

   "The pressure of living in a big city is really great, especially in large companies and the Internet 

industry." 

   "It is normal to work overtime to this point. Even with so much effort, most of the time it can only 

maintain a strenuous living expenses." 

   Cheng Xiyu continued to say, Wang Hong suddenly patted her. 

   The little anchor took a look at the phone and found that the live broadcast room had exploded 

again. 

  ‘Why is the boss beating again? ’ 

  Wind and rainy nights hurt people and present the anchor drizzle and silent big tiger shark, the 

treasure of the sea is waiting for you~ 

  …… 

  Wind and rainy nights hurt people and present the anchor Drizzle and Silent Tiger Shark X10, the 

treasure of the sea is waiting for you~ 

  …… 

  Wind and rainy nights hurt people and present the anchor Drizzle and Silent Tiger Shark X20, the 

treasure of the sea is waiting for you~ 

  …… 

  Wind and rainy night hurts people, presents the anchor Drizzle and Silent Tiger Shark X30, the 

treasure of the sea is waiting for you~ 



  …… 

  Wind and rainy nights hurt people and present the anchor Drizzle and Silent Tiger Shark X40, the 

treasure of the sea is waiting for you~ 

   Seeing the gift reminder jumped constantly, the little anchor clicked on the district list. 

   I am right on the outdoor division list! 

  ‘Little anchor, what's the situation? ’ 

  'Why is the hurt brother still on, pure reward? ’ 

   "Boss, we are already number one in the division." 

   The little anchor thought it was Qin Yu who had misread the rankings, and promptly reminded him. 

  ‘Get a total list. 'Wind and rain hurt people at night. 

   Seeing what he said, the little anchor clicked on the total list. 

   found that he was already ranked third in the overall ranking, and was rushing to the second in the 

overall ranking. 

  ...... Now it's second. 

   Cheng Xiyu is stupid! 

   Not to mention her, all online anchors on the platform are stupid! ! ! 

   Brother, what is it going to do, the district leader is not satisfied yet? 

   "Fuck, my eldest brother Niubi, this is making the general list, Niubi!" 

   "I won the divisional ranking first, and then smashed more than one million to get the total ranking 

~ www.mtlnovel.com~ This is the real big brother, really amazing, too amazing my big brother..." 

   Tian Ye watched the little anchor's heat soaring like a rocket, and stood up excitedly. 

   This scene... It's so exciting! 

   What the **** did this big brother hurt in the wind, rain and night? What family? 

   The money is blown by a strong wind, do you feel bad about it? 

   Hearing what Tian Ye said, the friends of the water later realized that they opened the total list. 

   Seeing the rapidly soaring heat value, he vomited: Fuck, fuck... 

   Then the news spread. 

   Everyone knows that the wind, rain and night hurts people, the big brother will give Drizzle silently 

on the top of the list. 

  …… 



   Albino Shark Live Room. 

   Hearing this news from Mizuyou, the albino shark was directly stupid. 

   There is still this kind of operation in the list. 

   In order to get the top spot in the overall ranking, smash more than one million? 

   Is this big brother poisonous? 

  ‘Is Lao Bai still here? ’ 

  ‘Lao Bai, please go to me, don’t persuade me. ’ 

  ‘Go up, go up, take care of the big brother Shenhao, get him. ’ 

   Seeing the complaints made by the water friends, the albino shark shook his head and smiled: 

"This is definitely not good. If you want to go, you will be good." 

   said so, the albino shark was actually very depressed. 

   The first in the overall list, said it is useless. 

   But the anchor sees nothing more than popularity, fame, and honor. 

   The overall ranking first in the divisional competition and the divisional ranking first in the 

divisional competition. These two sound like more top rankings. 

   has received more attention and is more topical. 

   As long as a normal person can understand! 

  Originally, he already owns the number one on the overall list. 

  Suddenly a big brother Shenhao appeared, and he had to make his anchor first on the total list, 

which made the Albino Shark very uncomfortable. 

Chapter 132: Brass Class Mystery Award 

 

   At this time, the albino shark hasn't noticed that he has been overtaken by the baby. 

   became the second child of ten thousand years again. 

   After being prompted by the water friend, open the list to see. 

   The albino shark only felt a mouthful of old blood in his heart, and the turtle bends! 

  …… 

  Baby’s live broadcast room. 

  At this time, he has turned off the game and is blowing water with the water friends... 

   "Let's not check the room today, just brush the gifts, there is no need to fight for the first place." 



   The baby said very casually, he really didn't want to fight this year. 

   Winning an annual peak championship is already a testament to his strength. 

  Baby’s current popularity is very stable, not to mention his reputation. 

  Compared to platform promotion, he pays more attention to re-media and potential new users. 

   Because the platform only needs to watch live broadcasts. 

   Whether he likes it or not, I have watched his live broadcast. 

   So no matter how you promote it, you are doing repetitive and useless work. 

  , on the contrary, are those new users who are interested in live broadcast but don't know much 

about it. It is more worthy of his attention. 

   Besides, the baby has no union. 

   Every time the competition reaches the fiercest point, he has to go up with real money. 

The merger of    Douya has made this year's battle particularly fierce. 

   The divisional competition seemed fierce, but it was just a test of the waters for the Grand Guild. 

   Now the anchors are playing on their own, and the union hasn't taken any action yet. 

  According to what he knows, this year's annual summit will require at least 50 million to make the 

bottom. 

   Let the baby do it by himself, go crazy! 

  ‘Baby, Shenhao is making the total list, you are going to be blasted. ’ 

  ‘This wind, rain and night is really poisonous to hurt people, what's the source of it? ’ 

   Fans are full of curiosity about the identity of the wind, rain and night, the previous inverted 

triangle mermaid line, male dog waist. 

   made him angry again, the heat has not disappeared yet. 

   Now it’s coming out again, do you really have a mine in your eldest brother’s house? 

   "The night hurts people, right? I saw it, I saw it." 

  Baby is also watching the list: "Fuck, this speed is really the best." 

   "It seems that the chrysanthemum is not guaranteed today and will be exploded, haha..." 

   "It's miserable, it's miserable, we just went up, but the **** is not hot yet!" 

  Baby has an attitude of talking and laughing, so that the fans in the live broadcast room also have 

the mentality of watching the excitement. 



  Although there are some people who are not reconciled, they send out ‘fuck him, punish him’ and 

the like. 

   can't make any waves at all, let alone rhythm. 

   "Let’s just watch the big brother get on well. The big brother that hurts people at night is really 

true. This year’s Peak Race has been lively, I will tell you..." 

   As the top anchor in the field of fighting teeth and even the live broadcast, the baby's news is very 

well-informed. 

   What is the situation of Fengyulou, a rhetoric of the 100 million dozen peak tournament, he has 

also heard about it! 

   It’s just something, just a layman just watch the fun. 

   Knowing too much is not necessarily a good thing. 

   Has the myth shattered? 

  …… 

  Wind and rainy night hurts people and presented it to the anchor Drizzle and Silent Tiger Shark 

X150, the treasure of the sea is waiting for you~ 

   a full 1.5 million, 15 million of the heat is just sent. 

   plus the previous one, the little anchor came to the top of the total list. 

  , with more than 33 million heat, is proud of the crowd. 

   Consumption is a driving force. 

   Wind, rain and night hurt people's consumption, while also driving fans and new passersby. 

   At this time, the popularity of the live broadcast of the small anchor reached an astonishing 120 

million. 

   fans exceeded 5 million, officially ranked among the top anchors of Douya. 

Ding. 

   The divisional competition is over. The small anchors are the most popular in the overall ranking, 

and the outdoor division is the first. 

'Ding. ’ 

  ‘The first phase of the relevance task is completed. ’ 

  ’Leading the small anchor to the top: winning the outdoor division championship...’ 

  ‘The district championship is the hottest champion in the overall standings, and get double 

achievements! ’ 

  ‘Reward recalculation...’ 



  ’Congratulations to the host for successfully completing the task, and the small host’s satisfaction is 

10. ’ 

  ‘The task is rated 10* and rewards are being issued. ’ 

  ‘Reward 1: Fight tooth coin 10 million. ’ 

  ‘Reward 2: Bomb bombs, a big draw for the pachinko machine. ’ 

  ‘May I draw a lottery? ’ 

  ‘Trigger the follow-up mission: the second stage. ’ 

  ’Sprint to the championship: Lead the little anchor to win the annual peak championship. ’ 

  ’Reward: The specific reward depends on the situation. ’ 

   [Reminder: Rewards are related to the value of the fans of the small anchor, the attention 

received, the popularity and the popularity. 】 

   The mission of the second stage is the same as Qin Yu guessed. 

   leads the small anchor to hit the annual peak championship. 

   Based on Qin Yu's understanding of the system, the so-called relevance task will not end so easily. 

What will happen after    is to be seen. 

  Looking at the rewards of this mission again, the most tempting thing is naturally the big draw of 

the pachinko machine. 

   Since the last time I got a Porsche 911R. 

   He has been waiting, when will he see the pachinko machine again. 

   Gold, white silver, brass in the middle of the top? ? ? 

   He was always wondering what it would be. 

  ‘Confirm the lottery. ’ 

   The semi-transparent pachinko machine appeared again, and the sound of music rang. 

   The transparent diamond-like marbles fall into the card slot. 

  ‘The host won the mobile phone pachinko machine this time, please start the draw! ’ 

   is not actually a car category, looking at various brands of mobile phones inside. 

   Brother Yu vomited! 

   Can I smoke a cell phone after a long time? 

  System, you have changed, and you are no longer as considerate as before. 

   The machine was bright, and the flashing phone pictures in the card slot all stopped. 



   There were only three people who got Qin Yu's attention. 

   The top center is gold, white silver on the left and brass on the right. 

  ‘Raffle. ’ 

   opened and started to move back and forth, the obstacles in the pachinko machine frequently 

twitched frantically. 

   Seeing the time, Qin Yu resolutely said silently, "Let it go." ’ 

  哐啷啷~ 

   The transparent marble beating repeatedly in the machine, Qin Yu's heart also lifted up. 

He's right'? ? ? The things inside are so curious. 

   The unknown is the most fearful, but also the most tempting. 

   clang yell! 

   The marble fell and it happened to be stuck in the brass color"? ? ? In the slot. 

  ‘Congratulations to the host for winning the Brass Mystery Prize. ’ 

   Brassy "? ? ? ’Started to leap wildly, so fast that people couldn’t see clearly. 

   Until "? ? ? The light above suddenly buzzed. 

   The flashing picture suddenly freezes. 

  ’Congratulations to the host for winning the Dragon 1 mobile phone chip. What is this chip? ? ? 

Independent research and development of new technologies. ’ 

  ’Its performance is 4 to 5 times that of the highest-end chips currently on the market, which is 

known as an epoch-making breakthrough. ’ 

  ’This chip manufacturing technology is used to implant the host’s brain. ’ 

   Qin Yu noticed a strange memory in his mind. 

   When he needs it, he can read it at any time. 

   But when he doesn't need it, it won't prevent him from jumping out casually. 

   It feels like the brain is divided into two disks, C and D. 

   His original memory and normal thinking are on the C drive, and the memory implanted in the 

system is classified into the D drive. 

   is convenient for his use and management. 

   does not affect his thinking and memory in his normal life. 

   "This is a miracle!" Qin Yu silently praised the system. 



  Nas~ 

   Acquired a new technology that is 4 to 5 times more advanced than all chips on the market. 

   does not mean that Qin Yu will be able to occupy the chip market, expand its territory, and make a 

fortune. 

   has become a new generation of technology giants. 

   There are as many black technologies on paper as there are stars in the sky. 

   Only those technologies that can really be put into place ~www.mtlnovel.com~ are developed and 

put into production. 

   can be called useful and practical. 

   Otherwise, it's just a castle in the sky, and the mirage is empty. 

  To put the Dragon 1 chip into production, only the required infrastructure, talent reserve and 

technical reserve are required. 

   is not what Qin Yu can satisfy now. 

   Qin Yu thought of companies that could meet these conditions. 

  Compared to the other party, he is a rootless floating, fragile and insignificant. 

   It's definitely not a good idea to get in touch with the other person at this time. 

   "It's better to let it go first." 

   Talking to himself to persuade the inner impulse, Qin Yu once again focused on the live broadcast. 

   In the anchor room at this time, the crown and top tips that represent glory are particularly eye-

catching. 

   Fireworks special effects spray endlessly. 

   The little anchor was standing on the Bund, and he was beaming to introduce the night scene here 

to the fans. 

On   WeChat, dozens of information prompts are very conspicuous. 

   Click to open the little anchor first. 

  ‘Boss, I miss you so much. ’Little anchor. 

  ‘In the car just now, Sister Hong attacked me. {Picture}X5’ little anchor. 

   Seeing the purple lace fading from the skirt in the picture, Qin Yu screamed, "Professional." ’ 

  ‘Boss, have you seen someone’s live broadcast? ’Little anchor. 

   "The wind on the sea is so cold, I keep drilling into my skirt, hehe~" little anchor. 



   Qin Yu, who was still calm at first, was not calm at this moment. 

   This little fairy, wait until I go back. 

   What happened today must be repeated, right on the Bund? 

   He has not had time to enjoy a night cruise on the Bund on a yacht, and he must make 

arrangements to go back. 

Chapter 133: Pet lovers 

 

   went out and drove. 

   directly kill the hotel where {location} is located. 

   In the hotel room, Jin Xuan was watching TV boredly. 

   Every time there is a message on the phone, the sound will sound. 

   She will be very excited to bring them. 

   But after discovering that it was not Qin Yu, he threw it back to the sofa lazily and annoyed. 

   Seeing that the time has come to zero, Jin Xuan thought, ‘It’s another lonely day. ’ 

   Click to open 99+ WeChat. 

   Jinxuan looked at the messages from the men one by one. 

  ‘Goddess Xuan Xuan, what are you doing today? ’Licking Dog No. 1. 

  ‘I have booked two opera tickets, just tonight, are you going to see it? ’Licking Dog No. 1. 

   The message time is 3:24 pm. 

   Just after nine o'clock, Li Gou No. 1 sent another message: ‘It seems that you are busy again. ’ 

  ‘I have refunded the opera ticket. We will go again when you have time. ’Licking Dog No. 1. 

   At 11:35, after several ‘good night’ greeting messages. 

   There is no new news. 

   Turned to the bottom, Jin Xuan thought about it and turned off the chat box. 

   then clicked on the surrender below, licking the dog number 2. 

  ‘Is the goddess busy? Are you interested in finishing the meal? ’Licking Dog No. 2. 

  Balabara's lick was embarrassing and boring. 

   Jinxuan turned it off without further scrolling down. 

   I can’t even lick it, what use is it for you? 



   directly black out! 

   Licking Dog No. 3 is more straightforward and more explicit. 

   joked innocently, "Does the goddess have any silk stockings? I intend to provide it! ’ 

  ‘The goddess won’t be angry anymore, right? ’Licking Dog No. 3. 

  ‘I will tell you a joke and apologize, okay? ’Licking Dog No. 3. 

   Seeing the other's humble appearance, Jin Xuan's vanity is satisfied. 

   The void caused by loss is also filled with vanity. 

  ‘I just took a shower, I lost all my old stockings, dirty! Jinxuan. 

  ‘{色色}, how could the goddess’ stockings get dirty? I really want to go to your door to collect trash. 

’Licking Dog No. 3. 

  ‘What do you want it to do? {Shy}’ Jin Xuan. 

  ‘Of course it’s framed and offered. ’Licking Dog No. 3. 

  ‘I’m not a pervert. {Evil Smiley}’ Licking Dog No. 3. 

   Jinxuan thought for a while, and took a photo of her feet with her mobile phone. 

  咻~ 

   send. 

  ‘{Slobber}’ Licking Dog No. 3. 

   "It's really cheap!" Jin Xuan said with a smile and disdain. 

   Just when she wanted to continue teasing Dog No. 3, a new reminder sounded. 

   "Room number." Qin Shao. 

  …… 

   "Room number." Qin Yu parked the car in the parking lot and walked towards the hotel. 

   "Shao Qin, you are really here, ah~" Jin Xuan screamed excitedly. 

   "Mine is room 1502, I will go down to pick you up now." 

There was a messy background sound of    ding and ding, and excited Jin Xuan knocked over the 

small round table with the lamp beside the sofa. 

   "Wait for washing white." Qin Yu walked into the elevator and pressed the 15th floor. 

   As soon as the elevator door opened, Qin Yu saw Jin Xuan in her nightgown looking out from the 

door. 

   After seeing him, he immediately rushed towards him. 



   "Shao Qin~" Holding his arm in one hand, Jin Xuan cleverly leaned her head on his shoulder. 

   walked into the room, before the door closed. 

   Jinxuan is already kneeling on the ground with her legs soft, maybe she hurt her knee just now? 

  …… 

   The next morning, when Qin Yu woke up. 

   found Jin Xuan lying in his arms like an octopus, as if afraid that he would disappear. 

   stood up and got up, Qin Yu asked the front desk to bring up the washed clothes. 

   When he finished washing, the clothes arrived just in time. 

  …… 

   At noon, Qin Yu received Liang Chuyu’s WeChat account. 

   "Xiaoyu, you pack up tonight, let's go out to eat together!" Mother Master. 

   "With whom?" Qin Yu. 

   "With your Uncle Lu's family, Lu Qing is also with you." Mother Master. 

   Since that night at the club, he and Lu Qing have never contacted again. 

   Qin Yu is not a guilty conscience. 

   Whether it was Linda or Yang Mianmian, they would definitely not reveal to Lu Qing what 

happened that day. 

   After all, this kind of three-person drag racing is not easy for anyone to talk about. 

   "Okay, want me to pick you up?" Qin Yu. 

   "No, your dad will pick me up, I will let Qingqing send you the location." Master Mother. 

   "At 5 o'clock exactly, be early, don't be late!" Mother Master. 

   "Don't worry, definitely not." 

   It’s still early, and no one takes care of the meal at noon. 

   Qin Yu could only pitifully go to the door to eat a bowl of beef noodles, then turned and walked 

towards the gym. 

  …… 

   Ding Ding! 

   Putting down the dumbbell in his hand, Qin Yu clicked on the phone. 

   "Shao Qin, I don't want your money." Jin Xuan. 



   The above 20,000 transfers have not been received, as if to prove her determination. 

  Don't talk about money? 

   Then you want to talk about something else? 

   But Qin Yu feels that these years, talking about money is the most real thing. 

  Don’t rectify those who are silly, talk about it, ‘I like your people, whether they have money or not. 

’ 

   I don't want to vomit when I hear this? 

   "Let's talk about the real money. I'm used to tipping for test drives." 

  Replied a message, Qin Yu wiped the sweat from his face and walked to the bathroom. 

   There are no people in the gym at this time, only the cashier girl at the bar. 

   Secretly hides in the corner, holding a mobile phone ‘Kaka’ to take pictures. 

   thought that Qin Yu hadn't found it at all. 

   Qin Yu pretended to be indifferent when she passed her. 

   suddenly raised his hands and screamed ‘ah’. 

   The little girl was almost scared to sit on the ground. 

"show me." 

   The little girl was unwilling to hand over the phone: "I, I just watched it by myself." 

   Qin Yu flipped through it, and soon returned the phone to the little girl again. 

   "Don't do that next time." 

   Seeing him walk into the bathroom, the little girl hurriedly opened the album. 

   found out that all the photos with side faces had been deleted. 

   There are only a few photos below the neck. 

   looked back and forth like a thief, the little girl snickered and opened the recycle bin. 

  No~ 

  What kind of recycle bin, the cloud, are all cleaned up. 

   "Ah~" I stomped and stomped silently, and the little girl lay on the bar unlovably. 

   happy, pop~ 

Gone! 

  …… 



   5 pm, Genting Hotel. 

   The happiness of the little girl at the bar has nothing to do with Qin Yu, anyway, he is very happy 

now. 

   Denim leggings, long T-shirt, woolen jacket. 

   The hair is tied with a clean ponytail, giving a youthful and lively atmosphere. 

   "What are you looking at, haven't you seen a beautiful woman?" Lu Qinghao waved his hand 

horizontally and closed the door of the Porsche 911. 

   "I haven't seen it, tsk tsk..." Qin Yu rubbed his chin deliberately. 

   "Greasy mouth and tongue!" Lu Qing scolded with a happily smile. 

  Which woman doesn't like being praised for being beautiful, she is beautiful? 

   Lu Qing has never seen it anyway. 

   Hearing Qin Yu boasting that she is a beautiful woman, she was very happy. 

   However, she still cares a little about what happened two days ago. 

  ‘It’s so embarrassing. "Thinking that I was so drunk to the point that I didn’t even know how I was 

thrown into the hotel. 

   Lu Qing felt his cheeks hot and red. 

  Is there too much trust in Qin Yu, that's why that kind of gaffe happened? 

   She does not deny that she has some affection for Qin Yu. 

  , but it’s not 100% trustworthy, ‘why did you drink the fragments? ’ 

   "Uncle Lu didn't come with you?" 

   found her alone, UU reading www.uukanshu. com Qin Yu asked curiously. 

   "My friends and I were playing outside and came directly." 

After the photo of    with Yang Mianmian and Li Tiantian was sent to Moments by the two of them, 

Lu Qing became a busy man. 

   Classmates and friends who haven't been in touch for many years. 

   all send messages or call, and want to pick her up. 

   Most of Lu Qing refused, but some of them felt that she should be contacted. 

   After all, she also wants more friends and circles when she just returned home. 

   "But I regret it now." 

   Lv Qing murmured, "Is the domestic male to female ratio really out of balance?" 



   "What?" Qin Yu wondered why she asked. 

   "Those men are like dog skin plasters, as for?" 

  Lu Qing is really uncomfortable. A big man drags his feet around, chirping like a woman. 

   There are those endless entanglements. 

  Mingming had already refused in person, picking out the words clearly, the other party seemed to 

be unable to understand people at all. 

   It's almost impossible. 

   "The imbalance is not particularly serious, mainly because there are too many pet lovers in recent 

years." 

   "What do you mean?" 

   "People are not as good as dogs, so it's better to lick dogs!" 

   Hearing him say this, Lu Qing smiled forward and closed, reaching out and slapped his arm. 

   "What are you two talking about, so happy?" 

   Liang Chuyu and Qin Han came from the direction of the parking lot, and they were talking and 

laughing from a distance. 

   "Aunt Liang, I miss you so much!" Lu Qing immediately rushed forward and plunged into her arms 

to act like a baby. 

"miss me?" 

   Liang Chuyu gave her angrily, "I have been back for a few days, and I haven't seen you to see me, 

you little girl with no conscience!" 

Chapter 134: Obasan, please calm down! 

 

   "Old Qin." Lu Guohui and his wife He Hong also arrived. 

   "Old Lu, haha, you are still so young!" 

   Qin Han was very happy to see his old friend, and his always stern poker face also showed a little 

smile. 

   "You are still the same, don't smile!" Lu Guohui joked. 

"Chu Yu." 

   "Sister Hong." 

   After the adults’ greetings were over, Qin Yu stepped forward and shouted, ‘Uncle, Auntie, hello. ’ 

   "Xiaoyu." 



   He Hong looked at him up and down with scrutinizing eyes. 

   "I haven't seen you in a few years, you have changed so much!" 

   Her deepest impression of Qin Yu is still in the junior high school era. 

   My dear girl was ridiculed, and it was Qin Yu who taught those people a lesson. 

The impression that    left on He Hong, there was a hint of vigilance in his favor. 

   The child is kind, just a little confused. 

   However, people are not frivolous and in vain. 

   When I was young, who hadn't been frivolous. 

   After seeing Qin Yu again after many years, He Hong's feelings are completely different from that 

of the past. 

   He looks a lot more mature and stable. 

   lacks the frivolousness and publicity that young people should have, humble, low-key, gentle and 

polite. 

  ‘This kid has changed a lot. ’ 

  He Hong was very satisfied, and his appearance became more pleasing to the eye. 

   "Go, let's go in and talk again!" 

   As the host, Lu Guohui led everyone into the restaurant. 

   In the box, each seated. 

   is an idyllic, quiet restaurant in a noisy style, very elegantly decorated. 

   Rockery and flowing water in the room, wooden bridges and clouds. 

   gives people a kind of comfortable enjoyment of being in nature. 

   "This restaurant has only been open for a long time, and I always want to invite you to try it." 

   Lu Guohui introduced the origin, decoration and layout of the restaurant to Qin Han. 

   Liang Chuyu and He Hong sat together to pull up the parents’ shorts. 

   Only Qin Yu and Lu Qing are left. 

   The two of them stared at each other, their faces were full of innocence. 

  ‘Aren’t you here to eat? Where's the waiter? Where's the dish? ’ 

   Watching Lu Guohui and Qin Han surrounding the room, commenting on the calligraphy and 

painting on the wall. 

   "Why do I feel that the atmosphere is not right?" Qin Han asked Lu Qing, looking at it. 



   "I think too." Lu Qing looked at the two adults warily. 

   "Qingqing, come here." Liang Chuyu called Lu Qing to his side. 

   Suddenly took out a gift box from the bag, the box Qin Yu was so familiar with. 

   "Come on." Open the box and take out the jade floating flower bracelet in high ice glass. 

   Liang Chuyu pulled Lu Qing's wrist and put it on her: "It's so beautiful, do you like this gift?" 

   "Auntie, this is too expensive!" Lu Qing looked at her mother a little bewildered. 

   Even if she doesn't know how to do it, she still has eyesight. 

   This bracelet is really beautiful, and it's absolutely valuable! 

   Can you accept such an expensive gift? 

   "Chu Yu, you are trying to scare the child, how can she bring such valuable things." 

   He Hong took her daughter's wrist and placed it in front of her, and she knew it at first glance. 

   She also has a few emeralds, but the water is so good and so transparent as the one in front of me. 

No. 

   The best bracelet in He Hong's hand is also a grade worse than the one worn on Lu Qing's wrist. 

   At the beginning, that bracelet cost her seven hundred and sixty thousand yuan. 

   From this, it can be inferred that the bracelet on Lu Qing's wrist is still worth it. 

   "Hey, I don't understand jade either. Xiaoyu bought it." 

   Liang Chuyu took Lu Qing's hand and smiled and said, "Xiao Yu gave it to me, but I don't like these 

things. I will give it to you today, as long as you like it." 

   Seeing that she is serious, He Hong nodded in thought. 

   "Hurry up and thank Aunt Liang." 

   "Thank you Aunt Liang." 

   Lu Qing leaned over and hugged Liang Chuyu. The two kissed like a family. 

   "Looking at the two of you, those who don't know think you are the mother and daughter!" 

   He Hong said jokingly like a taste. 

   "Then the feeling is good, I want a daughter like Qingqing." Liang Chuyu gave Qin Yu a sideways 

glance. 

   "Unfortunately, my son is not up to date." 

   "???" Brother Yu was stupid. 



  Mom, mom. 

   I'm not sitting well, and I don't even dare to say anything. Why is it happening to me again? 

   Who provoke me? ? 

   "I am a good boy if I know how to honor my parents." 

   The look in He Hong's eyes has changed from comfort to appreciation. 

   Those who know how to honor their parents are good children, they are worth entrusting! 

   Brother Yu:? ? ? 

   What and what is worth entrusting? 

  Hello, hello... 

   Two Obasan, please calm down! 

  …… 

   Fortunately, Qin Yu did not know the inner considerations of his mother Liang Chuyu and He Hong. 

   Otherwise, he would definitely have to find a reason to run away. 

   During the conversation, the food was also brought to the table. 

   It turned out that Lu Guohui had arranged the menu before, and he would wait for the dishes 

when he arrived. 

   "Try the squirrel fish, it's very famous." 

   Lu Guohui greeted everyone to taste the signature dishes in the store. This squirrel fish is always 

eaten. 

   Lu Qing's thoughts are all on Qin Yu's body. 

  ’Why did Aunt Liang give me a bracelet? ’ 

  ‘Is it his idea, deliberately borrowed Aunt Liang’s hand to give it to me? ? ’ 

  ‘What does he mean, why doesn’t he look at me when he picks up food? ? ? ’ 

  ‘I’m so angry! ’O(￣ε￣*) 

   At this time, Qin Yu just immersed himself in the food, the taste of this dish is really good. 

   "Xiaoyu?" 

   Hearing her mother's voice, Qin Yu raised her head and looked at her. 

   "Don't just take care of your own food, but also take care of a little green." 

   Qin Yu tilted his head and looked to the right, her eyes seemed to say, ‘Is she no hands? Want me 

to clip it? ’ 



   "Aunt Liang, I am not a child." 

   Lu Qing responded politely, just when Qin Yu thought she was sensible. 

   "Besides, what's the meaning of the concern." 

   This faintly resentful tone, small watery eyes, and pitiful expression. 

   girl, are you swollen and fat? 

   "Qingqing, let me tell you, this kid is just an elm head." 

   "It won't sound if you hit it with a hammer, just say what you need and let him get it for you." 

   Liang Chuyu sold his son on the spot, and the sale was extremely happy. 

   just saw Lu Qing, when she threw herself into her arms. 

   Hearing her voice calling herself, Liang Chuyu knew in her heart that this was her daughter-in-law. 

   That's why she took out the spare bracelet decisively before eating. 

   Bring it to Lu Qing without refusal. 

   These are all hints to Qin Yu, ‘you kid, stare at me, this person must take home. ’ 

   Unfortunately, my son is like a wood. 

   gave her the hints overtly and secretly, just as invisible or unheard. 

   When eating, it is even more silly. 

   I only know how to bury your head and eat, "You starved to death? ’ 

   Seeing Qin Yu's face full of innocence, Liang Chuyu looked like he didn't hit the spot. 

   He Hong knew it was time for him to play, "Xiaoyu, what do you think of Qingqing?" 

   "When you two were young, they stuck together every day." 

   "Do you remember when I was in elementary school, one year at your house, Qingqing and I 

wanted to play mahjong with your parents for all night, and you two couldn't stand it up, so you just 

slept in bed." 

   "Yes~www.mtlnovel.com~ I remember this, the two held hands and slept really well!" 

   Looking at the cheerful mother, Qin Yu just wanted to say: Ms. Liang Chuyu, please sit down. 

   "Auntie, I think Qingqing is pretty good." 

   The words are said to be on, if Qin Yu pretends to be stupid again, the two family members will not 

be able to hold back their face. 

   "Well, I actually like Qingqing, but my temperament hasn't settled yet." 

   Qin Yu said and looked at Lu Qing, Dad Qin Han, Lu Guohui, Liang Chuyu. 



   Finally, his gaze was fixed on He Hong's face: "What's more, I haven't seen each other for many 

years, and there must be a proper understanding process. I feel that I can get in touch with each other." 

   Contact must be contact, but how is contact. 

   Then Brother Yu has the final say. 

   I want to give him a kiss now, this is something Brother Yu dare not! 

  What did he do? He is still just a child! 

   "Xiaoyu speaks like an adult now, okay." 

   Lu Guohui smiled and looked at him: "What do we mean! Actually the same as you." 

   "I just want to let you get in touch more, and I'll talk about the rest later." 

   "After all, I'm still young now, and who can tell us about the future." 

   Qin Han nodded and said, "Yes, Xiaoyu, you know your mother's attitude. Although Qingqing is 

your Aunt He Hong's daughter, your mother also treats her as a half daughter in her heart." 

   Yes, the old man is about to curse himself. 

   He suspected that the two adults had already filmed the script before he came to eat. 

   No, just halfway through a meal, I was clearly arranged. 

  Look at Lu Qing's shyness with a slightly dazed and flustered look, ‘also a poor child who was sold 

and didn’t understand. ’ 

Chapter 135: The abacus makes a ‘bangbang’ ring 

 

   After a good meal, Qin Yu has an extra ‘blind date. ’ 

   Brother Yu, who is eating these words, feels... 

   Great ups and downs, mixed sadness and joy. 

'Ding. ’ 

  ’Congratulations to the host for experiencing the true meaning of life and triggering random 

rewards. ’ 

  ‘Shopping Critical Rebate Card 2*: When the shopping limit is over 50,000, get 1~10 times the 

cashback crit. ’ 

   Brother Yu has become numb to the failure of the system. 

   He knew that the "dog" had changed and he would never go back. 

   "By the way, Xiaoyu." 



   Lu Guohui put down his chopsticks, looked at him and asked, "Listen to your dad, you know very 

well about the New Zealand currency?" 

   "It's kind of understanding." Don't boast about anything, listen to the question first and then 

decide how to answer it. 

   "That's it. Uncle bought more than one hundred before and played with friends." 

   "Do you think this coin can still rise?" Lu Guohui asked casually. 

   looked at Lu Guohui with weird eyes, and Qin Yu knew a little more about his financial resources. 

   It costs tens of millions to play with friends casually, and Uncle Lu is really no ordinary person. 

   "Uncle Lu, are you still holding those more than one hundred coins?" 

   "Yes, isn't the price rising all the time?" 

   Lu Guohui said triumphantly: "The increase in the past two days has been even worse, and it is 

about to break $30,000." 

   Hearing him say this, Qin Han couldn't help frowning: "A single currency of 30,000 US dollars?" 

   "Sure, Lao Qin, didn't you buy it?" Lu Guohui looked at him unexpectedly. 

   "No, I am not interested in digital virtual things." 

   Qin Han is an old-school character, and he is a virtual product of digital currency. 

   He resisted suspicion in his heart. 

   "Xiaoyu, do you think this price is reasonable?" 

   Although Qin Han was asking him, he was obviously implying that there was a problem. 

   The facts are also as he guessed, this will be the last glory and madness of Newtcoin. 

   It’s just something, I can’t say it clearly. 

   "Uncle Lu, since you would ask me, you must have heard what my dad said." 

   Qin Yu thought for a while, and said in as calm a tone as possible: "If it were me, I would now let go 

of all the New Zealand dollars in my hands." 

   "Let it go?" Lu Guohui frowned. 

   The momentum of the New Zealand currency is very good. The market continues to skyrocket, and 

it is difficult for retail investors to buy it. 

   Let it go at this time, and it won’t be so easy to buy it again. 

   "Yes, let go of them all." Qin Yu said very positively. 

   "I have some news in Barrow, I will act as soon as I believe it." 



   There is only so much Qin Yu can say. Whether he believes it or not depends on Lu Guohui's own 

choice. 

   "Okay, just listen to you and sell it." 

   Lu Guohui's results are definitely better than the best situation he expected. 

   immediately picked up the phone and dialed a number, and after a simple greeting with the other 

party, he said that he would release all the New Zealand dollars in his hand. 

   The other party should be persuading him, and Lu Guohui's eyes flashed hesitation. 

   Seeing Qin Yu's firm gaze, he decided to believe him once. 

   Actually, this is not just out of trust in Qin Yu. 

   can make the career bigger and stronger and become a successful businessman. 

   Can Lu Guohui be an easily shaken fool? 

   He also noticed the abnormality of the market and price. The skyrocketing of the New Zealand 

currency in the past two years reminded him of the frenzy before each major storm. 

   To make it perish in advance, it must first make it crazy. 

   The current New Zealand currency is in this trend, but Lu Guohui cannot make up his mind. 

  He has been bored with this for many days. 

   After learning from Qin Han, Qin Yu made tens of millions in New Zealand dollars. 

   He took the attitude of trying and decided to listen to what he said. 

   I didn't expect Qin Yu to let himself go decisively, and to make vague points in words, Lu Guohui 

felt clearly. 

   Then there is that he has already made a satisfactory profit from it. 

When    first started, the price was only 10,000 US dollars per currency. 

   is now three times faster, it's time to be satisfied. 

   Lu Guohui is not a particularly greedy person, for these reasons. 

   It made him determined to sell all the New Zealand dollars in his hands. 

   Of course, based on the current situation. 

   Lu Guohui made such an ‘impulsive’ decision entirely based on Qin Yu’s suggestion. 

   If the New Zealand currency fell, he would have escaped. 

   How to pay this favor, Lu Guohui had his own plan. 



  If the New Zealand currency continues to skyrocket, the old Qin family will naturally feel that they 

owe it to themselves. 

  Daughter will definitely be more favored and cared for by the two elders. 

   If Qin Yu and her daughter Lu Qing really confirm their relationship, can she suffer? 

   Therefore, Lu Guohui’s wishful thinking is banging in his heart. 

   Be shrewd! 

   As for the New Zealand currency may continue to rise, the potential loss of profit compared with 

your own baby girl? 

   It's a fart! 

   At this moment, Lu Guohui somewhat hopes that the New Zealand currency will rise sharply in the 

future. 

  It is best to break through the price of a single currency of 30,000 US dollars and maintain it 

continuously and steadily. 

   "Xiaoyu, take Qingqing around after dinner." 

   When the meal was about to end, Liang Chuyu assigned him a new task. 

"Great." 

   Qin Yu agreed and looked at Lu Qing: "Where do you want to go?" 

   "How about the water park?" Lu Qing hasn't been there since he came back. 

   "This weather?" 

   Qin Yu looked at the sky outside, the sun was very big and the sun was shining brightly. 

   "Okay." The water park is just a water park, and Qin Yu doesn't feel cold anyway. 

  …… 

   Saying goodbye to their parents, Qin Yu took Lu Qing’s navy blue Porsche 911 to the water park. 

  88°, one of the most famous paradise around the abandoned city. 

   The playground has also been completed, but Qin Yu heard of an accident. 

   "Let's play here, don't go to the amusement park." 

   bought a package ticket for the water park, Qin Yu and Lu Qing walked into the park empty-

handed. 

   bought their own swimsuits first. 

   Qin Yu chose a pair of gray boxer briefs with a large trunk. 



   Lu Qing chose a white one-piece bikini, colorful gauze and a bath towel. 

   When I saw her again, I wore a white one-piece bikini. 

   is tied with colorful gauze scarf around the waist, like a good multi-layered pleated and stitched 

gauze skirt. 

   It is not a holiday now, there are not many people in the park. 

   Unfortunately, for a four-person project like Big Horn, the two of them had no choice but to give 

up. 

   "I didn't expect your body to be so good." 

  Meeting in the park, Lu Qing looked at him with a big movement and smiled. 

   "Didn't you already have it?" Qin Yu asked playfully. 

   Lu Qing didn't feel ashamed at all: "But when I saw it, it was beyond my imagination." 

"How to play?" 

   "Go drifting first." Lu Qing took his hand and walked forward. 

   Starting from the drifting at the door, the end happens to be the Hurricane Tower. 

   made a circle around the drifting, just to finish all the items that can be played. 

   Good-looking men and beautiful women, in pairs. 

   The appearance of the two immediately attracted everyone's attention. 

   In Qin Yu's gaze, there was naked jealousy and hostility that did not pretend to be concealed. 

   It's nothing more than having a beautiful girl by her side, her figure is still so good? 

   Buddies, don’t you give me a way to survive? 

   Looking at the female companion next to me, this will already be like a **** with his cheeks in 

both hands. 

   Two eyeballs can’t wait to pop up~www.mtlnovel.com~, stick them on each other's skin and roll 

back and forth. 

   "A girl is committing a **** again." 

   holding the kayak life buoy towards the entrance, Lu Qing raised his chin towards the side of the 

road. 

   "Does that man also straighten his eyes?" 

   The guy next to the girl has two eyes that are no smaller than his girlfriend. 

   "Pooh~" With a dumb smile, Lu Qing found more similarities between the two. 



   sat on the green double lifebuoy on the kayak and moved forward along with the current. 

   soon came to the wave machine. 

   45-degree slope, above it is the high-pressure water jet of the wave machine. 

   There will be an artificial wave every 30 seconds, creating a wave in the drifting canyon. 

   This is the only exciting place in the drifting. 

   If you get closer, the kayak lifebuoy will definitely be overturned. 

   caused bursts of screams and laughter, leaving a deep impression... 

"I'm coming." 

   When the two came to the side of the wave machine, the high-pressure water jet was 

accumulating power. 

   "Go ahead, Qin Yu, go ahead." 

   Lv Qing kept urging him to continue forward, Qin Yu had to roll into the water, pushing the raft to 

change direction. 

   Wow~ 

   A huge high-pressure wave suddenly surged, Lu Qing screamed with excitement compared to the 

gesture of ??. 

Snapped! 

   A wave was photographed, and there was only water and surging bubbles in front of me. 

   The undercurrent brought by the water pressure, leading people backwards and left and right 

wandering randomly. 

   Released the kayak, Qin Yu dived, his limbs paddling and rushing forward. 

   If someone could see his movements, he would think he was seeing a clever marine creature. 

   A good swimmer like a dolphin. 

Chapter 136: Couple Room 

 

   Wow. 

   Lu Qing, who was rolling in the water, returned to the surface, "Haha, it's so fun." 

   "Is it fun to go hula hoops in the water?" Qin Yu unanimously carried her on the raft. 

   "I'm good at water, I can hold it underwater for 100 seconds." Lu Qing shook his head 

triumphantly. 



   "Try next time?" Stand up and salute, to show respect. 

   The little anchor is less than 20 seconds, and it’s already going to be cool. 

  100 seconds? ? ? 

   Afraid that the soul will leave the body on the spot? 

   "What bad idea are you making?" Lu Qing felt the unknown threat alertly. 

   Qin Yu's eyes seemed to hide an evil luster. 

   "I'm thinking about the opportunity to go snorkeling on the beach." 

   "Do you like diving too?" 

"Correct." 

   100 seconds or something is not important, mainly because I like snorkeling. 

   floated to the end and landed on the shore, facing the hurricane tower. 

   One is 25 meters and the other is 58 meters. 

   "Would you like to try?" Lu Qing asked eagerly. 

   "I am afraid of heights." 

   This brother Yu is really not good, just looking from the bottom up, I feel dizzy. 

   "Go and see." 

   Lv Qing dragged him to the bottom of the tower, and the big words "under repair" were posted on 

the elevator. 

   "You want to climb stairs?" 

   Lu Qing, who was still interested, immediately wanted to give up. 

   "Do you want to play?" Qin Yu raised her head and looked up, seeing her disappointed look. 

   is really standing under the tower, it doesn't seem so scary. 

   "Dare you?" Lu Qing looked at him with instigating eyes. 

   "Let's go." What you are afraid of is not a matter of closing your eyes. 

  I am the protector of miracles, what's to be afraid of? 

   said so, but he was really lying on the slide. 

   Every cell in the body seems to be tightening violently, shaking... 

   This fear is uncontrollable. 



   Until Qin Yu's shoulder was gently pushed, the person took advantage of the trend and rushed 

forward along the slide. 

   For a few seconds, he felt his back leave the slide. 

   The whole person glided forward in the air against the slide. 

  咚. 

   hit his back into the water slide, and the water below was pushed out more than two meters high. 

   stood up from the slide, Qin Yu had two red marks on his back. 

  唰~ 

   Qin Yu, who was walking outwards, heard a scream of excitement. 

   The splash of water poured on his head in a ‘wow’. 

   Lu Qing stood up from the slide spitting water, happily jumped on his back and laughed. 

   For more than 4 hours, the two played all the projects in the park. 

   The most interesting ones are the Giant Swing and the Elf Crown. 

   But the most impressive non-hurricane tower is 52 meters, straight into the moment when it floats 

down. 

   is only a short two or three seconds, like a red iron brand in my mind. 

   Consume a lot of physical energy, and both Qin Yu and Lu Qing are hungry. 

   came to the rest area of the park. 

   ordered two simple set meals, a cup of hot milk tea, and a cup of happy water. 

   "Thank you." 

   After receiving the warm milk tea, Lu Qing immediately held it in his hand. 

   It's getting dark this time, and the sun is also setting. 

   As soon as the cold wind blows, my body is really chilly. 

"Wait for me." 

   Qin Yu asked at the bar, and soon came over with a brand-new bath towel. 

   "Wow~ a life-saving towel." 

   Lu Qing took it over and quickly wrapped it around him. 

   Looking at Qin Yu again, just wearing a pair of swimming trunks and sitting on a chair: "Aren't you 

cold?" 



   "It's not cold." He really doesn't feel cold. 

   The back and rear axle have been worn on the plastic slide for a long time, and I feel that the pants 

are almost worn through. 

The two seals on the back of    will have a burning tingling sensation. 

   "Handsome man, this is for you." 

   Before Qin Yu could see who was talking, there was a brand new bath towel in his arms. 

   turned around again, only to see a cute figure from the back who walked in small steps and twisted 

like a penguin. 

   "The treatment of handsome guys is different." Lu Qing muttered unhappy. 

   Qin Yu just pretended not to hear, put a clean bath towel on the chair next door. 

   The hot one on his back will only make the pain worse after putting it on. 

   Squeak! 

   Lu Qing put the chair close to his chair and stretched out the bath towel sideways. 

   put half of it on his back, and then pulled the corner of his shoulder. 

   lowered his head and drank milk tea without saying a word. 

   Looking at her pretending to be calm, Qin Yu reached out and took her shoulders and pulled her 

into his arms. 

   "Woo~" 

   Behind the two of them, the cute girl with the image of the penguin covered her face and ran 

outside. 

   This lemon... is poisonous! 

  …… 

   was holding milk tea in both hands, and a bath towel wrapped her legs. 

   Stepped on the side of the chair with the soles of his feet, leaning against Qin Yu's shoulders, Lu 

Qing sucked the milk tea in the cup that was about to bottom out. 

   "What do you think of me?" Lu Qing asked. 

   "Very good, at least nine-point beauties." 

   This is the data given by the system, it is impossible to make mistakes. 

   "Just beauties?" Lu Qing raised his head and raised his eyebrows to look at him. 

   "Isn't it enough?" Qin Yu said with a smile: "This is the age of looking at faces, and the appearance 

is just right!" 



   smiled happily, and the milk tea in Lu Qingjue's hand became more fragrant. 

   Although the weather turns cooler, it does not affect people's mood for playing. 

   There are still many people in the wave pool at night, and large stage plays are a must-see. 

   took Lu Qing to the middle section and soaked his body in the warm water. 

   They waited until they finished watching the performance before they left the wave pool. 

   "Go back?" It was late and the night wind was chilly. 

   Lu Qing only felt sore all over, and didn't want to take a step. 

   How happy I was when I played, how embarrassed I am now. 

   "There is a place to live here, I will leave tomorrow?" 

   Qin Yu asked her for her opinion, this is really not a matter of choice. 

   The bracelet that my mother gave, but I still wear it on my wrist! 

   "Yeah." Lu Qing nodded, and said shamelessly: "I can't walk anymore." 

   hugged up, Qin Yu strode towards the characteristic thatched cottage. 

   Scan the code to pay, get the key and open the door. 

   The decoration in the room is warm and romantic. The red and elegant light reflects the peach 

color on the wall and ceiling. 

   Ambiguous like a mysterious night elf, sneaking into my heart silently. 

   "You go and wash first, I will heat up the room!" 

   Looking at the electronic fireplace embedded in the wall, Qin Yu picked up the remote control on 

the table. 

   Looking back, Lu Qing has disappeared. 

   There was a sound of ‘crashing’ in the bathroom. 

   Wow!~ 

   The sound of the water is endless, ‘the soundproofing of this room is really bad. ’ 

   Look at the red rose petals on the bed again. 

   The detailed design of the corners of the room is clearly a couple's room. 

   But it makes sense. 

   was able to come to the water park together, and decided to live here. 

   What kind of relationship can be besides a couple? 



   Anyway, it's definitely unexpected to be as simple as a promising young man like Brother Yu. 

   The temperature in the room gradually heats up, allowing the cold skin to regain temperature. 

   But it also made his hair stiff and uncomfortable, and his skin appeared slimy. 

   At this time, Qin Yu suddenly realized that they seemed to have forgotten something. 

  What about clothes? 

   "Qin Yu..." Lu Qing's awkward voice came from the bathroom: "I forgot to take the clothes." 

   "Yes, I will call the front desk to have a look." 

   Qin Yu can get him, but he can't get in the women's locker room! 

   dialed the front desk of the wooden house folklore. 

   The other party said that they could help take it: "Give me your hand." 

   An arm with water drops stretched out~www.mtlnovel.com~ A hand card was hung on his finger. 

   15 minutes, the staff brought back their clothes and belongings. 

   Also, it is very intimately packed in a bag. 

   "Give you clothes." The clothes were handed to the bathroom, and the door closed again. 

   After a while, the bathroom door opened. 

   Lu Qing, whose hair is still dripping, has already washed it, "I've washed it, you go!" 

   Putting the bag on the table, Qin Yu walked to the bathroom. 

   The faint fragrance rolls over in the heat wave. 

   Don’t get me wrong, it’s just the smell of shampoo and shower gel. 

   took a hot shower comfortably, and Qin Yu walked out wearing boxer shorts. 

   "Is it so random?" 

   Seeing the elephant's trunk, Lu Qing moved the tip of her hair and quietly turned her gaze to the 

other side. 

   Qin Yu's figure is really poisonous! 

   Lu Qing was worried that if he kept watching, he could not help but throw him down. 

   "This is a water park. Isn't it normal to wear swimming trunks?" 

   Qin Yu wiped his hair with a towel, picked up the phone and opened the screen. 

   There is a new message from Jinxuan, ‘Thank you Qin Shao. ’ 

   She also wisely accepted the money transferred above. 



   Such an interesting performance made Qin Yu satisfied. 

   Next time if there is a need, she will clean herself up again and the car is in good condition. 

  , you can find her for a test drive. 

   "Why, did a beauty invite you to the hotel again?" 

   Seeing him staring at the phone in a daze, Lu Qing asked jokingly while lying in bed watching TV. 

   "Yes! Dozens of girls are waiting for me in the hotel, isn't it scary?" 

   Click to open Xinyan's daily harassment and glanced at it, and Qin Yu put the phone back on the 

desktop. 

   sat on the side of the bed and picked up the remote control to switch channels. 

Chapter 137: So what are you waiting for? 

 

   Is there any good-looking drama? " 

   Lu Qing, who didn't know what to say, turned the topic to TV. 

   "I don't know, I basically don't watch TV." 

   is talking about a movie appearing in the screen, passionate men and women are kissing. 

   Qin Yu put down the remote control, adjusted his posture and lay on the other side of the bed. 

   Seeing his relaxed and comfortable look. 

   Lu Qing gave him a somewhat unconvinced look and took off his coat. 

   "Since you can wear swimming trunks, of course I can also wear swimming suits." 

  Lu Qing’s reason is impeccable, this is a water park. 

   Isn't wearing a swimsuit a normal operation? 

   It's just that her newly changed swimsuit looks so small. 

   "It's late, go to sleep!" 

   Lu Qing rolled over and lay down facing the wall. 

   The graceful figure is outlined vividly in the position of lying on his side. 

   If it wasn't for her sake, it was another woman. 

   This would have been crying a long time ago. 

   is particularly miserable, the kind of hiss exhausted! 

   Turn off the TV, Qin Yu saw that the light was still on: "Do you want to turn off the light?" 



   "I like to sleep with the light on." 

   Hearing her say this, Qin Yuping lay on his side. 

   looked at the ceiling in a daze. 

   It is impossible to take the initiative to take the initiative, and I cannot bear this responsibility. 

   Although she didn't go to see Lu Qing, she knew that she would definitely have her eyes widened. 

   Ling Ling~ 

   The phone rang suddenly, it was Lu Qing's. 

   "Mom, um, here it is!" 

   "It's too late, so I won't go back... Well, he is with me." 

   "Okay, mom... well, I see... well, is there anything else?" 

   I don't know what He Hong said, Lu Qing's face turned red. 

   said annoyedly, "I won’t tell you anymore," and hung up the phone. 

   Qin Yu guessed whether it might be related to ‘safety’. 

   sat back on the bed again, Lu Qing was not drowsy. 

   Turn on the TV again, and adjust the channel for a while. 

   This time I changed Qin Yu to get up and used his mobile phone to click on WeChat. 

   There is no news from Master Mother, let alone Lao Qin. 

   Sure enough, the difference between boys and girls is not the slightest. 

   My mother, the sire, is wondering at home that there will be multiple daughters-in-law in the 

house after tonight? 

   The mothers all over the world are the same, and the ones who look satisfied are the best. 

   But... Lu Qing is indeed excellent. 

   It's gold again, and it's clock's again. 

   Money and time are all there. 

   The clock hung on the TV was ticking. 

   Qin Yu couldn't help but think about whether the leg of the clock can also be like a ‘hour hand’. 

   Can you move forward with a freeze-frame "tick tick tick"? 

   "Are we considered a certain relationship now?" 

   Qin Yu nodded in thought, "Forget it." 



   hypocritical is not his style. 

   Not being proactive is just a strategy, it doesn't mean that he dare not bear it. 

   "Then what are you waiting for, are all adults, are you men?" 

   Let alone Qin Yu, he couldn't bear it when he changed to being a man with normal ability. 

   Holy light, light up the room! 

  …… 

   It took one night before Qin Yu really understood it. 

   It turns out that the clock can really freeze! 

   The biological clock tells the time on time, and he is still full of energy after only two hours of 

sleep. 

   Thinking that the park would be resting, Qin Yu turned over and went to sleep. 

  Ding, dingding! 

   This must be Xinyan's daily harassment again. Is it a bit early today? 

   Picking up the phone beside the bed and looking at it, Qin Yu found that he had guessed wrong. 

   The news was sent by Li Man, and there are a few photos. 

   Qin Yu’s work was enlarged and mounted in a frame and hung on the wall. 

  The place looks like a huge exhibition hall. 

   In the introduction column below, the author catalog reads the word ‘Qin Yu’. 

  ’This work has received high praise and attention. Congratulations, classmate Qin. 'Li Man. 

  ‘It should be me, congratulations. ’Qin Yu. 

   Although the work was taken by him, it was Li Man who participated in the award. 

   She is just her assistant, even if he is really famous. 

  'S achievements are nothing but an excellent work completed under her guidance. 

  The focus is naturally still on the master Li Man. 

   Not to mention, Qin Yu didn't want to be famous by this. 

   Low-key is Yu Ge's style. 

  Because of all high-profile, few can start and end well, take jujube pills. 

   chatted briefly with Li Man, and the other party said that he was going to be busy. 

  ‘When I’m done, I personally invite you to dinner. 'Li Man. 



  ‘In person...is it cooking? ’Qin Yu. 

   did not get a reply, it should be busy. 

   Switched the avatar, and the 99+ information gave Yu Ge a shock. 

   This WeChat account is only one person. Are you okay to play with the screen? 

  ‘Brother hurt, I got off the plane. 'Little Feifei. 

  ‘Big brother, are you busy? 'Little Feifei. 

  ‘Big brother, I’m at the hotel, so hungry. {Poor}’ Little Feifei. 

  ’? ? ? 'Little Feifei. 

   Jiang Feier, who had already arrived in the abandoned city yesterday morning, waited all day and 

night in the hotel. 

   It doesn't matter if you can't see people, the point is that you haven't even waited for a news. 

   Brother is really busy and didn't bring a cell phone. 

   Still talking about teasing yourself? 

   The money that can be spent is real money, and I delivered it to my door. 

   Is it necessary to tease yourself like this? ? ? 

   Jiang Feier in the hotel can only comfort herself, the eldest brother must be busy not seeing it. 

  Wait until two o'clock in the morning before going to bed at night. 

   I woke up before seven in the morning. 

   Pick up the phone and have a look, information 99+ 

  Only the one I was waiting for did not come, angry, not open the forest! 

  ‘If the eldest brother doesn’t return to me, would he have been waiting here? ’ 

   Jiang Feier has already begun to wonder if she has been fooled. 

   Although it doesn't make sense, who can explain the quirks of the rich. 

   "Wait another day, I will go back tomorrow without news." 

  Jiang Feier sat up suddenly, stretched her waist, and said to her heart, ‘I’m going to give myself a 

vacation. ’ 

Ding! 

   There is a new message reminder. 

   Ran casually with the corner of his eye, Jiang Feier immediately took off on the spot. 



   Turned over and knelt on the bed, holding the phone in both hands to open the WeChat account. 

  ‘Transfer 20,000 yuan. ’Qin Yu. 

   "Fun for two days, I will find you after I'm busy." 

  咻~ 

   Voice transmission, Qin Yu returned to the bed and hugged Lu Qing and went to sleep. 

   I slept until midday before being awakened by the noise outside. 

   Today is another sunny day, and tourists have already entered the park one after another. 

   Frowning, Lu Qing carefully lifted the quilt. 

When    got out of bed, her physical discomfort still made her unrecognizable and let out a painful 

cry. 

"Be careful." 

   The strong and warm arms held her shoulders and hugged her firmly. 

"you're awake?" 

  I just watched him with his eyes closed, but he was already awake. 

   Then thinking of his embarrassment, he frowned and said, "It's not all to blame you." 

   "Yes, I'm all to blame." Qin Yu just grinned. 

   Let him take advantage of the bargain. Why don’t you say something? 

   sent Lu Qing into the bathroom and turned on the bath water again. 

   "What do you call me, I'm just outside." 

   "If you want to be beautiful, who would call you." 

   drove him out of the bathroom, Lu Qing leaned back against the door of the room and chuckled. 

   There is so much happiness in the eyes that it is about to overflow, and it must be done no matter 

what. 

   To be honest, Qin Yu is like his ideal boyfriend. UU reading www.uukanshu.com 

   Young and more golden, talented and beautiful. 

   and special... gentle. 

   Although I asked a little more at night, I also felt happy. 

   is a bit of a waste leg! 

   Lu Qing felt that when he went back, he had to pick up fitness and yoga again. 



   took a bath comfortably. 

   When she came out of the bathroom again, there was already steaming food on the table. 

   Simple crab porridge and shrimp dumplings, a cup of hot water and fresh fruit milk tea. 

   are all her favorites. 

   "Just ordered, come eat." 

   Qin Yu opened the chair and asked her to sit down, showing the gentleness that a boyfriend should 

have. 

  Although the regulations of the park do not allow outside food and drinks. 

   didn't sell these things either. 

   But money, a good thing, can be solved perfectly as long as you give a little more. 

  The foreman in charge of the folklore project, specially asked people to go to the staff channel to 

pick up the meal and deliver it to the room. 

   Of course, he also received 500 yuan for hard work. 

   is the money that Qin Yu asked the folk customs staff to drink milk tea, and thanked the other 

party for making an exception. 

   This and the Waldorf Astoria service are two concepts. 

   One is within the scope of its own responsibilities, and the other is to make an exception to 

provide convenience. 

   In essence, the two cannot be confused. 

   Eating favorite food, feeling the warmth and happiness brought by love. 

   Lu Qing suddenly felt that she was stupid before. 

   Why did you know that love is so beautiful at this time. 

   But she also thanked her for being cautious, perhaps this is the instruction God gave herself. 

   told her that in the future today, she will meet this boy who should belong to her again. 

Chapter 138: Have a head 

 

   "Don't tell uncles and aunts about this in advance!" 

   On the way back, Lu Qing said that he did not want to let the family know so quickly. 

   "Just confirmed the relationship, everywhere?" Qin Yu asked back. 

   "Well, just say that." 



   Lu Qing looked at him happily: "Qin Yu, no matter what happens in the future, I hope it will be 

yours and my own choice, free from interference by any person or factor!" 

   "I'm fine, how about you?" 

   "Of course there is no problem, don't forget that I have been living abroad alone these years." 

   Lu Qing proudly raised his head: "Independent young women in the new era, have you heard of 

it?" 

   "Have heard, seen, and tried!" Qin Yu nodded sincerely. 

   "Say it, believe it or not, I will stop and bite you?" 

   Lu Qing stretched out his hand to pinch the soft flesh of his waist, his mouth was not forgiving, but 

he was still unwilling in his heart. 

   Such a beautiful figure, if it is twisted red and green. 

   is too ugly. 

   "Don't make trouble, pay attention to safety when driving." 

   "Then you still say?" 

   "Stop talking, drive well!" 

   It was said that while laughing, the car stopped at the gate of Qin Yu's house, and Lu Qing looked 

at him with an expression of dismay. 

   "When will you return to Shanghai?" 

   "The day after tomorrow... you don't have to go to school today?" 

"asked for leave." 

   Lu Qing thought for a while and wanted to ask: "Then what are your arrangements for today." 

   "No arrangement, how about you?" 

   "I want to go to the movies tonight." 

   Lu Qing said that his cheeks could not help but a slight red glow, it seemed that it was more than 

just watching a movie. 

   "Together, have you bought the tickets?" 

   As a qualified boyfriend, there is no need for girls to invite at this time. 

   I should take the initiative to arrange the screenings and movie tickets. 

   "Not yet, do you have anything you want to see?" 

   Booked a movie ticket in the car, Qin Yu stood by the side of the road and watched her leave. 



   The two agreed to meet before dinner, but Lu Qing drove to pick her up. 

   She had to drive back to Nanhu this time, and promised to stay there for the two days to 

accompany her parents. 

   It seems that she is going to break her promise now. 

   "It feels... why is it a little weird?" 

   Seeing the eyes of passersby around, Qin Yu had a strange feeling. 

   It's as if you have been raised by yourself. Is it a little frustrating? 

  …… 

   took a shower at home and changed into clean clothes. 

   Qin Yu was lying on the bed and playing with her mobile phone. 

   first called Lazy Cat, and learned that she was going to eat with her little sister just after class. 

   "When will you come back, Xiao Se Shou, and I will try to usurp the throne if you don't come back 

again." 

   Hearing Li Wanxing's voice, Qin Yu vomited: "Your Majesty, stop dreaming, your Qing Dynasty is 

gone." 

   "It's okay, I can build a big Li." Li Wanxing retorted triumphantly. 

   "I think you can build a star country on the moon." This is Jiang Xiaoshan's voice. 

   "Shanshan, do you want to rebel?" 

   "Don't... Xuan Xuan, come and help!" 

   "You two, look at my sunflower acupuncture hand..." 

   chasing the noise away, the lazy cat has the opportunity to occupy the phone alone. 

   "I miss you." Nuo Nuo's relying voice came, and it was uncontrollably distressed. 

   "Me too, wait for me to go back." 

   is a pun, the lazy cat heard it really. 

   "You...huh, I won't tell you anymore." 

   The lazy cat pretended to be angry and snorted: "I will hide away when you come back." 

   "Little lady, you can't escape, so be prepared to be hit by a stick!" 

   molested the lazy cat and made her act like a baby, and then Qin Yu hung up the phone. 

   originally wanted to call Jiang Xiaoshan to chat. 

  Since they are all together, forget it. 



   find out the little anchor's number and dial it, she will just wake up. 

   After the divisional game, the popularity caused by the small anchor remained high. 

   First in the double list, the big brother threw a million to send to the total list, just for the hot 

news. 

   is the biggest melon in the live broadcast circle recently. 

   As the protagonist of the event, the photo and name of the anchorman appear in the editor's text 

extremely frequently. 

   can be positive and negative. 

   But the negatives are mostly nonsense that is imagined out of thin air, just as a gossip for fun. 

   is naturally guessing the relationship between the young anchor and the big brother. 

   However, there is too much ridicule and no one takes it seriously. 

   Old fans all know what's going on, and the ten-second short video about ‘mysterious man 

undressing’ has set off a new wave of enthusiasm. 

   "Boss, the female fans are looking forward to your coming back every day, wishing to swallow you 

in their stomachs." 

   The little anchor joked with a smile. 

   "If I were eaten by them, you won't have to eat." 

   "No, I want to keep it for myself." 

   The daily output is so much, what do others eat? 

   The little anchor's tone rose slightly, and said charmingly and provocatively: "I will still be in bed, I 

heard that sleeping naked is the best for a person's body..." 

   "..." This little fairy is definitely the reincarnation of a fox. 

   learned that she had officially settled in Note, only posted a short video saying hello to announce 

the station. 

   The fan value has exceeded 50W, and it continues to increase. 

   Qin Yu congratulated her and suggested that she take some different styles on the notes. 

   "How about showing affection?" The little anchor had already planned. 

   She wants to show affection on the notes, who can be the target besides Qin Yu. 

   "Boss, you can not show your face, you only need to show your body." 

   The little anchor laughed foolishly, like a silly and charming but charming peerless. 

   A ten-second editing of the original film brought her thousands of female fans. 



   If it is matched with the design of lighting, special effects, bridges and clothing styles. 

   Cheng Xiyu speculates that she will become a female anchor with more female fans than male 

fans. It is interesting to think about it! 

  Also, my boss has such a good figure. 

   is just wrapped in clothes, no one appreciates it. 

   It's really a pity. If you have a face, you dare to show it. This is the attitude that young people 

should have. 

   She just wants to die of those Internet SPs and make them jealous and go crazy. 

   "I'll talk about it when I go back, think about the content first." 

   Qin Yu didn't know the evil taste of the little anchor, and considered it purely from a commercial 

point of view. 

   It’s not impossible not to show your face to cooperate with the shooting. 

   "I will be ready, Sister Hong is now my assistant, she is very capable." 

   Qin Yu nodded in recognition of what the little anchor said. 

   Wang Hong is indeed very capable, he has a deep understanding of this! 

   Ending the conversation with the little anchor, Qin Yu opened the WeChat account and pulled out 

the guild group. 

  ‘What are you doing, big buddies? ’Night hurts. 

  'Qin Shao is here, hurry up, get Qin Shao a chair and take a seat! "Brother Tao. 

  ‘The dragon chair is here, please take a seat, brother! {Chair}’ Just be happy. 

  ‘Come on~ Pull out these two flaming and side effects. {Smile}’ Night hurts people. 

  ’Why don’t you keep someone under the knife? Brother Zhuzi. 

  ‘Big brother forgive me, give me money for tea! "Brother Yi. 

  ‘{Red envelope}. "Brother Yi. 

  ‘{Red envelope}. ’Just be happy. 

  ‘{Red envelope}. Brother Zhuzi. 

   Qin Yu also sent a few red envelopes, and the red envelope rain floated in the group for a while. 

   Get the atmosphere~www.mtlnovel.com~ End of excitement. 

   Qin Yu asked about business, "How is the effect of the regional competition? ’ 

  ‘Not bad, better than expected. Brother Zhuzi. 



   The overall performance of the anchors is good, no one said that they have the feeling that they 

can't hold it. 

   Tian Ye and Zu Chongzhi, two potential brothers in the future, both showed sufficient potential. 

   Tian Ye's temperament is relatively open, and he is particularly open with no face and skin. 

   Zu Chongzhi's skills are excellent, and his personal image looks unsmiling. 

   But whenever it's critical, I always like drag racing~ 

   The contrast between image and language is unique and attracts many loyal fans. 

  The performance in the divisional matches, Tianye is even better! 

   However, Zu Chongzhi's potential is also great. 

  ‘Our guild doesn’t have any male anchors. Even if we become the second child, we won’t get less 

resources. Brother Zhuzi. 

  'Where is the female anchor? ’Night hurts. 

   The little anchor Cheng Xiyu knows what's going on. 

   But he didn't know anything about the other people. 

   Xiaoyu does not eat cats, funny name, cute personality, pure looks and angelic voice. 

   are all her bonus items, plus the union's operation and publicity. 

   Now she has the support of tens of thousands of regular fans, and she has great potential. 

   Don't underestimate this data, it's all real data. 

   If you zoom in, you can be considered a small and famous anchor. 

  I don’t know how many times stronger than the anchor who hits the swollen face to fill the fat man, 

and uses the ‘head’ to fill the number! 

  Of course, Brother Zhuzi's happiness is many times as much as before. 

   On this day of the regional competition, all kinds of expenses and rebates are eliminated. 

   The union’s net income is more than 280,000 yuan, which is definitely a success. 

Chapter 139: Combination of work and rest 

 

   "Shao Qin, you are now the most watched eldest brother on the entire platform." 

   "As for the anchors of our union, everyone is full of curiosity about you. Whenever they come, they 

will sit down." 



   Brother Zhuzi is not exaggerated at all, the number that hurts people by storm and rain is now the 

traffic guide. 

   Which anchor room I went to, the popularity immediately rose by hundreds of thousands. 

   is comparable to a man with'bring your own traffic'. 

   After playing live broadcast for so many years, it is rare to see a big brother with a personality like 

the wind and rain that hurts others. 

   "Yeah, Shao Qin, your last overall list has already been played out!" 

  Brother Yi is full of envy when he mentions this. The most common slogan on the platform in the 

past two days is ‘on the overall list. ’ 

   It’s just that the screens of each live broadcast room are swiped at every turn, which is simply a 

mess. 

   The traffic that this sentence brings to small anchors is worth tens of thousands. 

   The key is that these flows are real, have potential, and can't be bought for tens of thousands of 

dollars. 

   "Let the small anchor lead them in the past two days, engage in more interaction, whoever is hot is 

not hot!" 

   Qin Yu took the initiative to raise the issue, which also made Zhu Zi a sigh of relief. 

   "Qin Shao has the atmosphere!" 

   Just like Qin Yu said, whoever rubs the heat is not rubbing it. 

   You want to say that you don't let people rub you at all. It's impossible under this general trend of 

openness. 

   Since it's all rubbing, of course it's better to let the meat rot in the pot. 

   "They are all from my own family and don't talk about two families." 

   "Okay, wait for Qin Shao to arrive at Demon City, top arrangement." 

  As an LSP, Zhu Zi has a lot of resources. 

   Although the current condition of the car on hand is uncertain, there is no shortage of new cars in 

the dealership at any time. 

   When you really need it, even if you can't find a brand new one. 

   It’s okay to find a few 90% new ones! 

   If you don’t have a good relationship with your neighbors, it’s okay to borrow the car and drive 

when they go out! 

   Why are you looking for more cars? 



   are young people, anyone can drive a car. 

   A few wheels like Qin Shao had to drive and switch. 

   is different every time. 

   Thanks Zhuzi for his warm and polite, cell phone clone. 

   Jiang Feier sent a few more new messages. 

   Qin Yu smiled when she saw her acting like a baby and pretending to be pitiful. 

   Press the voice button: "Go back after playing in the abandoned city for a few days. See you when 

you are free." 

  咻~ 

   As soon as the news was sent, it came back over there. 

   "Brother, I'm in a waste town, let's at least meet one another!" 

   "I want to see you, thank you for asking you to eat." 

   In the hotel, Jiang Feier held the phone in both hands and stared at the chat box intently. 

   Although she got back the news as soon as possible, she was really afraid that she would have to 

wait a few more hours to hear back. 

   Jiang Feier was already prepared before coming, both mentally and physically. 

   Especially in these two days of free time, Jiang Feier has not been free either. 

   First, I booked a SPA at the hotel for comprehensive skin care and whitening. 

   got her hair done, and bought some ‘hollow’ clothing online. 

   In order to meet the different needs of the older brother. 

   She also made two preparations, Okamoto and Yasmin, both are ready. 

   I am waiting for my eldest brother to take him off... 

   Big brother suddenly came: make an emergency landing! 

   "Too busy!" Qin Yu. 

   "I'll see you, where is the eldest brother, I'll go to you." Xiao Feifei. 

   Jiang Feier was so curious in her heart that she didn't see her eldest brother. 

   She will have to enter a irritable period for the next few days, eating and sleeping well. 

  …… 

   At home, Qin Yu was really moved to see Jiang Feier's persistence. 



  Send are all so righteous, firm and decisive. 

   Now, there are not many good girls as sincere as her. 

   Even if we meet, Lu Qing will have to pick herself up after a while. 

   Qin Yu didn't want to fix moths at this time. 

   However, it is still possible to play a video. 

   beep! 

   The video opens, and Qin Yu sees Jiang Feier, and the other party also sees him. 

   "So handsome!" Jiang Feier's eyes whispered in surprise: "Big Brother Ye Hurts?" 

   "Hmm." Qin Yu said amusedly: "Why, doesn't it look like?" 

   "Like, too alike." 

  ‘I look exactly like my future boyfriend, and there is nothing more like him. ’ 

   Jiang Feier thought happily, and her gaze at Qin Yu became shy. 

   "Brother Ye Hurts, don't you have time these few days?" 

   "I was here to sing for you, specially from Demon Capital." 

   Jiang Feier wanted to arouse the sympathy of her eldest brother, so she pursed her lips specially, 

showing a pitiful and well-behaved look. 

   "Time is a little tight, I will go to Yaodu on a business trip to look for you when I turn around." 

   It is not that there is not enough time, mainly because Qin Yu has been in a period of ‘lazy’ these 

past two days. 

   I don't want to arrange my time too tightly. 

   The most important thing in life is to understand the combination of work and rest. 

   Whether it is in life or career, you must understand the principle of relaxation and degree. 

   Otherwise, can he not even be free for 60 or 70 minutes? 

   What else to be [time management apprentice]? ? 

   Brother Yu originally planned to delay the enjoyment to enhance the pleasure of the experience. 

   I didn’t expect Jiang Feier to be a SP, so I wanted to turn away from the guest and greet him... 

   Anyway, sometimes I can’t blame the man. 

   This world is really messy! 

   After finally pacifying Jiang Feier, who was greedy for him, she promised to go to Demon Du to find 

her when she had time. 



   Qin Yu just hung up the video. As soon as he switched avatars, the call came. 

   "Qin Yu, I'm at the intersection," Lu Qing said. 

   "Okay, I'm going out now." 

   and Lu Qing met at the door, and the two went straight to the cinema. 

   I watched a romance film, what is called "I want to kiss you again". 

   Dog blood is definitely indispensable. 

   Anyway, Qin Yu didn't look at it much, so he showed his affection throughout the whole process. 

   The three single lady sisters sitting behind the two of them can't wait halfway through the movie. 

   The dog food is too full, I have to vomit! 

"Are you hungry?" 

"Ok." 

   enter the shopping mall’s dining area arm in arm, buy a portion if you see what you want to eat. 

   From the beginning to the tail, not to mention Lu Qing, Qin Yu is full. 

   "Wander around and buy you two gifts!" 

   Seeing that the system is about to upgrade to LV5, but the money just can't be spent. 

  Buying a car? No need. 

   may come back a few times a year, and again, the new models of the year will be on the show 

soon. 

   just want to buy, that is, wait for the new year to be released before selling. 

buy house? 

   There is not enough money to look at, but not enough money to look at. 

   Either you don’t change it, you change it all at once. 

   It is hard enough to persuade Liang Chuyu to move once, and I want her to toss back and forth 

several times. 

   Qin Yu admits that he doesn't have that much face. 

   So, wait a minute! 

   Buy yourself some luxury goods? 

   Qin Yu felt that all his things were enough, and he didn't know what to buy again. 

   just confirmed the relationship with Lu Qing, this way of spending money suddenly became wider. 



   According to her consumption concept, buying a few bags should be enough to make up a 

consumption quota of over one million. 

   just fill the vacancy of experience points, let the system rise to LV5. 

   "It is said that Hermes is the ultimate dream of girls, let's go and see." 

   just passing the Hermes store, Qin Yu pulled her into it. 

   "Hermes bags are very expensive." 

   Lu Qing pulled him a bit to remind him not to mess around. 

   Hermes bag can indeed be called the ultimate dream of a girl. 

   But the price is really expensive! 

   The most cheating is ~www.mtlnovel.com~ The three most popular Birkins, kelly and constance all 

need to be distributed. 

   1:1 is considered reasonable. 

   To give a simple example, you are now looking at a 200,000 bag. 

   This bag does not mean that you can take it away with 200,000. 

  You have to buy a distribution worth 200,000 yuan in the store, and pay a total of 400,000 yuan to 

take the bag away. 

  The distribution ratio of the hot-selling item is even more exaggerated, 1:1.2, 1:1.5, and 1:2 are all 

possible. 

   Of course, sales and stores will never admit that there is a distribution. 

   They call it ‘cumulative consumption. ’ 

   If you want to buy a BKC model, you must be in the same store and under the same sales name. 

   When the consumption reaches the specified amount, you can get the bag and color you want. 

   "It's okay, let's take a look first." The sales greeted me while talking. 

   "Welcome to Hermes, sir, madam, how can I help you." 

   "Do you have any favorites?" Qin Yu looked at Lu Qing, he really didn't understand. 

   "Let's take a look first." 

   Lu Qing’s attitude was a little cold, as if he was telling the clerk that they were just looking around 

and don’t hope. 

   "What's the hottest model?" Qin Yu said straightforwardly. If you don't understand, let's ask! 

   Hearing him say this, Lu Qing already knew what the sales would say. 



   "The best Hermes sells are Birkin, kelly and constance, which are BKC models." 

   "But I'm sorry, none of these three bags are in stock." 

   said that there was no stock, but the tone of sales seemed to imply something. 

   Looking at Lu Qing's expression and look again, Qin Yu probably guessed what was going on. 

Chapter 140: Specified task that cannot be rejected 

 

   "Want to pick up the goods?" 

   Hearing what he said, the salesman smiled and said, "Sir, or else you look at others first." 

   did not say clearly, but the subtext is already telling you. 

   If you want to see the bag, let's consume it first, and then talk about the bag according to your 

consumption amount. 

   pit? 

   This question depends on how you look at it. 

   Buying a Porsche option is enough to buy a BBA, is it a pit? 

  Hot cars increase the price and raise the car, is it a pit? 

   After all, there are still questions about whether you like it or not. 

   There are really many around Hermes. 

   From ready-to-wear, silk scarves, jewelry, to household items, furniture is everything. 

   "What is the best bag to choose?" 

  Looking at Lu Qing’s performance, it seemed to understand some of the rules of Hermès. 

   "The popular models have at least a 1:1.5 distribution. Do you really want to buy them?" 

   "Do you want it?" 

   "I don't want to." 

   At this time you have to believe what a woman says, that's a **** of a ghost. 

   don't want to? 

   There are a few women who don’t like bags, but there are those who can’t afford it. 

   So, at this time, Qin Yu just looked at her and expressed his insistence. 

   "Ready-to-wear, furniture, watches, jewelry." 



  Looking at how far the sales are, Lu Qing said in a low voice: "No matter the watch, clothes are 

okay, silk scarves are the most cost-effective, furniture and jewelry can be chosen." 

   Hermès watches are just a few of the purely distributed products. 

   is not to say how bad it is, but that it basically has no sense of existence. 

   In the Hermès brand, it is equal to dispensable. 

   silk scarves are the last welcome, and the texture and craftsmanship are also good. 

   The price of around 1,500 yuan can be said to be a conscientious price compared to tens of 

thousands of other commodities. 

   There is a distribution quota of more than 100,000, and it is impossible to buy all silk scarves. 

   ready-to-wear, there are a few styles that have done well in the past few years. 

   looks like leather jackets and T-shirts. 

  With Hermes' obsessive-compulsive technology, top selection of materials and the pursuit of 

ultimate quality, it is worth the money. 

   jewelry, household goods and furniture, that is to buy a brand with added value. 

   But in terms of quality, there is definitely no problem. 

   The quality of Hermes is definitely the best in luxury products. 

   is not only in the selection of materials. 

  It takes 1 to 3 months each year to meet with material suppliers from all over the world to select 

new leather materials for the coming year. 

   never fix the leather supplier, increase competition and ensure the quality of materials. 

  Each bag is hand-made by a craftsman from beginning to end, and the cutting and stitching are all 

done by hand. 

   An Hermes can be carried for more than ten years without any damage. 

   If it is properly maintained, it will be fine even if it is passed on to the daughter! 

   This alone makes Qin Yu feel very cost-effective. 

  Like a certain brand of shoes that will be degummed and cracked once, a pair of shoes cost tens of 

thousands? 

   In such a comparison, Qin Yu would rather buy Hermes. 

   Going deeper, there is no saying that luxury goods are uneconomical. 

   This is completely a false proposition, really pay attention to the cost-effective, not buying is the 

most cost-effective. 



   Otherwise, what kind of luxury is it called? 

   Qin Yu wants to buy a bag for Lu Qing, just to make her happy. 

  The rest of the issues, what price, cost-effective, are not within the scope of consideration. 

  Because, only by making Lu Qing happy can I get double happiness. 

   Counting and counting, in the end, it is me who is happy. 

  100 seconds...stable earning! 

   There are fifty-eight thousand leather jackets, nineteen thousand t-shirts, and some silk scarves. 

   "You don't want to change everything at home, choose and choose." 

   Qin Yu took her to the furniture area and motioned to Lv Qing to choose randomly. 

   "Are you so proud now?" Lu Qing said with a smile holding his hand. 

   "It depends on who it is for!" 

   The subtext is: I will be proud of her, there is no way to change someone else. 

   Seeing that her mood value has soared from 71 to 85 ↑, she is going to enjoy the blessing tonight. 

   "This small coffee table, and that chair, and a tablecloth." 

   Lu Qing nodded the corners of his mouth, thought about it, and stretched out his hand, "There is 

one more carpet." 

   There is already a bright smile on the sales face at this time. 

   Compared to the ‘haha,’ when the two first came in, it is now ‘haha. ’ 

   "You spent a total of 218,000 yuan, is there anything else you need?" 

   "Is Birkin in stock?" Lu Qing asked. 

   More than two hundred thousand have already been spent. Wouldn’t you be panic if you don’t 

take a bag at this time? 

   "It happens that there is diamond color in the store, elephant gray, I will get it now." 

   The three major diamond colors of Hermes, black, elephant gray, and golden brown are the best 

sellers. 

   is the hardest to buy and the most valuable. 

   However, it is still a bit worse than rare colors, especially in the secondary market in the past two 

years. 

   like milky white or pink, the price is higher. 

   The bags in other stores fall when they go out. 



   Only Hermès bags have a tendency to double when they go out. 

   is like the most famous Himalaya, and the secondary market is in short supply. 

  The ones with diamond locks even fry to more than 3 million, which has tripled in six years and 

caught up with the house price. 

   Of course, letting the keyboard man come is not worth it. 

   When you spend money on a bag, you have to go with things, line up. 

Is there something wrong with   ? 

   When you are at a higher level, most of the material comforts can be easily satisfied. 

  The spiritual needs will be exponentially greater than the material needs. 

   The houses and cars that you can buy at your fingertips are no longer able to satisfy you. 

   is like a street food stall, you can eat it anytime you pass by. 

   is so delicious or not, it won't make you desperate to get it. 

   There is only the kind of deliciousness that can't be met and can only be eaten occasionally. 

   Even if the taste is a little worse than the outside, it will make you think about it day and night. 

   It’s not that there is a saying: What is not available is the best. 

  Sales came back with a box printed with the Hermes logo. 

   put the box in front of her, Lu Qing's expression changed obviously. 

   There is less calm and coldness, and more girlish anticipation and happiness. 

   Wuji didn't lie to his mother, and couldn't believe what a beautiful woman said. 

   Not even punctuation marks! 

   Birkin 30-inch handbag, elephant gray. 

   The official price was more than 80,000 last year, and this year it has risen to 90,000. 

   Compared to the secondary market, the price has risen by more than 20,000, but it seems not so 

expensive. 

   Lv Qing opened the box layer by layer, and the moment he brought it out. 

   Her expression has said everything. 

   "I want this one, is there anything else?" Qin Yu asked the salesman. 

   "Sir, would you like to see other products?" The salesman invited him and gestured to the side to 

speak. 

   left Lu Qing in the rest area, and the two walked deep into the store together. 



   "That's it, there is only regular Himalayan Birkin25 in the store, which just arrived this morning!" 

   "If your cumulative consumption can reach 5 million, and then spend 1.3 million, you can take this 

bag." 

   Whether the goods arrive today is not the point, the point is to spend more than 6 million more. 

   is qualified to take this bag, which does not include the money to buy the bag. 

   "However, a young lady like your female partner rarely carries such a bag." 

   There is one thing to say, although ‘cumulative consumption’ sounds unacceptable at first. 

   even wanted to spit on the spot! 

   However, due service and professionalism are still needed. 

  Actually, this Himalaya does not lack buyers~www.mtlnovel.com~ Albino crocodile skin is rare. This 

one is still made-to-order and bears the hoof logo. 

   The price at the auction this year is at least 3 million yuan. 

   The house that Miss Sister walks in is not just talking about it! 

   There are already two customers in the store who have made an appointment to see the bag 

tomorrow morning, but none of them are her customers. 

   If it weren't for Qin Yu's consumption, the atmosphere is not ink. 

Sister    will not want to try her luck, what if a miracle happens? 

   This proposal has absolutely nothing to do with the 6002G on his wrist. 

   Qin Yu thought about it. It’s too exaggerated to distribute seven or eight million yuan at a time. 

   Besides, if Liang Chuyu knows, the brain will have to tell him... 

   is about to refuse! 

'Ding. ’ 

  ‘Detection of a believer in the miracle, triggers the designated task: the shock of the cabinet sister. ’ 

  ‘I have spent more than 10 million yuan at a time and become a VIP customer to satisfy the cabinet 

sister’s superficial understanding of miracles! ’ 

  ‘Mission penalty: Experience points are permanently frozen. ’ 

   [Reminder: This task is a designated task, and the punishment is irreversible and amended. 】 

'mission rewards:? ? ? ’ 

   [Reminder: After completing this mission, the system will be upgraded to LV5, and the miracle 

belief value will be officially activated. 】 



  【Hint 2: The miracle belief value is the core value of this system. 】 

   [Prompt 3: Reject this task, the system will not be able to activate it again, and all functions {except 

the reserve} are all frozen. 】 

   To be simple and straightforward: Reject all functions of the task system and freeze (disappear) all 

except the basic salary. 

   From now on, Qin Yu can only receive daily basic salary from the system. 

   It is possible that all the [title] and [skills/functions] he currently possesses will be invalidated. 

 


